Fence to be installed on May 13, 2011

Lane Reduction will take place during working hours only.

Approximate Steel Delivery Date: May 17, 2011 to May 31, 2011

Approximate Bldg Erection Time Frame: May 17, 2011 to June 3, 2011

Approximate Time Frame Crane will be onsite: May 17, 2011 to June 3, 2011

Lot E will be closed during working hours only

Crane (Crane will not be placed directly over utilities/trench plates to be used for distributing load)

BB Container

BB JOBSITE OFFICE

Metal Deck will be staged along Loop Road northern parking spaces

Loop Road to remain open

Portion of Parking Lot F to be fenced for steel staging

Fence to be installed on May 13, 2011

Parking Lot Entrance will be reduced to single lane/traffic control/flag men to be provided

Lane Reduction will take place during working hours only.

TIMELINE

Approximate Steel Delivery Date: May 17, 2011 to May 31, 2011

Approximate Bldg Erection Time Frame: May 17, 2011 to June 3, 2011

Approximate Time Frame Crane will be onsite: May 17, 2011 to June 3, 2011

DRAWING NOT TO SCALE